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Newsletter 5/2021 
 

 

  

Esteemed reader! 
 

This is our fifth Report about activities and plans of the East Asia Resource Library 

(EARL), published for the attention of the institutions, participating in the EARL, and for 

information to all our users who enjoy the EARL, the services we offer, the events we 

organise and scientific findings that we contribute to the academic community and 

practitioners around the world.  

The present issue, which contains some exciting news and information about our activities 

has the following sections: 

- A word from the Management 

- Main activities since the last publication of the Newsletter 

- Our partners 

- Publications of the EARL–ers 

We hope you will enjoy the Newsletter and will continue to contribute to the EARL. As 

always, we stand at your disposal for whatever inquiry you may have. Addresses of the 

EARL–ers responsible for the functioning of our joint institution are listed on our 

webpage: https://www.fdv.uni–lj.si/en/library/earl. 

https://www.fdv.uni-lj.si/en/library/earl
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A Word from the Management 
 

Dear Contributing Institutions, Readers, Friends of the EARL! 

Many of us remember how extensively we had been visiting East Asia two years 

ago, what kinds of plans we had for the near future and how the Covid–19 

pandemic shattered our dreams. Not much is different nowadays when the EARL 

celebrates the 5th year of its formal existence. Even if we were to travel to the East 

Asian region, restrictions and quarantines would await us and keep us in hotel 

rooms for a minimum of 10–14 days. In addition to this, restrictions at our home 

institutions continue to apply. The good news is that vaccines are available … alas, 

not yet to the entire world, not to the majority of those who would wish to be 

vaccinated. At times, it seems that even people in East Asia, one of the most 

vibrant places on the planet Earth need to grapple with the lack of access to 

effective vaccines. Quite sad news, knowing that the world would be a safer place 

if the vaccination programme were to become a truly global one.  

Overall, the EARL continues to be strong and determined to play a role at home 

and in the region, as well as globally. Our EARL-ers make sure that this remains 

the case. We have been present around the world, with our academic work 

(publications), successful projects, participating in online events, etc. A lot has 

been going on. In addition to that, we have another piece of exciting news to report. 

On 8 October, the King Sejong Institute (KSI), the first of its kind in Slovenia, was 

officially opened in Ljubljana. The KSI is an independent institution, but the 

EARL has proudly adopted the KSI as part of its family, and all of us are very 

hopeful that the institute will thrive. There is enough evidence that it will. Korea 

and the Korean language are very popular in Slovenia, to a good part because of 

the so-called K–pop music, but there is a lot more about Korea to be discovered. In 

fact, from the perspective of the EARL one can say that the year 2021 has been 

The Year of Korea. Namely, in May of this year, the EARL hosted the Situations 

Conference, together with our colleagues from Yonsei University. Thanks to the 

tireless work of our Saša Istenič Kotar, we can say that from the EARL’s 

perspective the year 2021 has been a year of Taiwan, too. Through the series of 

lectures under the Taiwan Spotlight Project we have learned more about Taiwan 

than ever before in the EARL’s history. Our audience has been treated with 

analyses from various perspectives, and events have been well attended. We are 

confident that this trend – bringing every day’s life in the East Asian region closer 

and closer – will continue in the coming year. For 2022, we plan to make progress 

in communicating Japan through the Japan Corner; we have submitted some 

project proposals which, if applications were successful, would be carried out with 

a lot of enthusiasm. We are also determined to forge even stronger ties with our 

friends from the Capital Library of China, and we could hardly imagine a better 

encouragement for our determination than the one described below. 
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As is well known by now, the EARL continues to spur connections between the 

people in the region and people here; knowledge knows no borders, and distances 

do not matter to us. We are very pleased to see that our mission not only is 

recognised broadly but also leads to initiatives with significant resonance. The 

seminar on "Slovenia and China: reflecting back and beyond 30 years of 

cooperation" that took place on 8 December is an excellent case in point. The 

seminar was organised in cooperation between the EARL and the Chinese 

Academy of Social Sciences (CASS). The seminar aimed at fostering the exchange 

of opinions between Slovenian and Chinese researchers and the reflection on 

previous research contacts. For the purpose of the seminar, a wide variety of 

thematic conversations has been designed, from political to economic cooperation, 

as well as art and technology. All of us are deeply grateful for the enthusiasm HE 

Ms Alenka Suhadolnik, the Ambassador of the Republic of Slovenia to the People’s 

Republic of China who brought the idea of a joint conference with the CASS to the 

EARL, thereby demonstrating her trust in us. The conference will be discussed 

more in the continuation of the Newsletter, but you can view the recordings also 

here, here, and here. 

Encouraged by such accomplishments, regardless of the suboptimal working 

environment dictated by Covid-19, let us wish to all of us a peaceful, prosperous, 

pandemic–free 2022.  

We hope you will enjoy the reading.  

With our best wishes to our readers! 

Your EARL-ers. 

  

https://uni-lj-si.zoom.us/rec/share/i6p-ly-5aWK2740O4qXHlDdR1BB_S2hPeRDWo65BRlt2NuEVXK8Dk3c0EGy0PQTg.Weq0PwDP7sov6rCa
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/bf802e009b6af9dd0bd10d8ac3cec4fb20211209152635/cf329d79c2e68327cb4ae2968e195e7420211209152650/72c819
https://we.tl/t-rZJgfAo0no
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Highlights from 2021 

Our Presence Online 

Given the world in which we live in this time, it seems fitting to adjust our 

Newsletter to these new circumstances. So instead of a pure chronological listing 

of activities by our members and collaborators, we have decided to split them into 

two parts: active virtual appearances at various events and written information 

about their participation in situ or other, non–recorded activities. Here we go… 

 

Andrej Bekeš 
 

 

Ljubljana and Slovenia miss Andrej a lot and they hate the pandemic because of 

it. Andrej has not left Japan since the beginning of the pandemic. Fortunately for 

us, he continues to make his presence felt by a strong academic activity and 

presence in the virtual world as examples below demonstrate. 

26 February: "Sobivanje v lokalnih skupnostih" in ukrepi proti epidemiji COVID-

19 na Japonskem”. Online symposium of the Department of Asian Studies at its 

25th Jubilee, “Vzhodna Azija: Pandemija COVID, etika globalnega humanizma in 

usoda kulturnih dediščin: Družba, etika, politika”, available here. 

15 May: Andrej had a distinct pleasure to be interviewed about his work as a 

researcher of the Japanese language and his activities as the former president of 

the EAJS (European Association for Japanese Studies). His interviewer was 

President of 'The Society for Japanese Linguistics' (Nihongo gakkai) Satoshi 

Kinsui. The interview can be accessed here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cjcj0Id0_SQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cjcj0Id0_SQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZvPvktjuws
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26-28 November: Participation at a roundtable on “What to Do with the Global 

Japanese Studies: Possibility of Japanese Studies in Europe as Global Japanese 

Studies”. Discussed at the 5th conference of the East Asian Consortium of Japanese 

Studies, available here. 

 

Saša Istenič Kotar 
 

 

Saša is the driving force behind spreading the knowledge about Taiwan. Part of 

that effort was the event called “Conversation about Taiwan”. A lively and relaxed 

roundtable brought together 7 Slovene scholars who have stayed in Taiwan for a 

longer period, and 2 Taiwanese expats who have settled in Slovenia a while ago. 

Topics of discussion included: “the reasons for visiting Taiwan”, “positive/negative 

experiences, unexpected events”, “food, travelling and nightlife”, “expats’ 

experiences of racial discrimination in Slovenia”, “Slovenia-Taiwan business 

experiences & ideas for cooperation”, “political discussions related to Taiwan”. 

Even more importantly, the EARL–ers have had an opportunity to get various 

insights on Taiwan by organising the “Taiwan Spotlight Project”, in which eight 

speakers delivered the following lectures: 

1. “National Apology and Reinvigoration of Indigenous Rights in Taiwan,” (Dr. Awi 

Mona (蔡志偉), Graduate Institute of Financial and Economic Law, National Dong 

Hwa University, Taiwan) 10. 5. 2021. 

2. “Nationalisation of Nature & Landscaping the Nation in Taiwan,” (Dr. Bi–Yu 

Chang (張必瑜), SOAS, University of London, UK) 1. 4. 2021. 

3. “Filial Piety in Taiwan’s Religious Ecology,” (Prof. André Laliberté, School of 

Political Studies at the University of Ottawa, Canada) 15. 4. 2021. 

4. “The Modernist Literary Movement in Taiwan (1950s to 1970s),” (Prof. Sung–

sheng Yvonne Chang (University of Texas at Austin, USA) 25. 3. 2021. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tr39Sc1dsWQ
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5. “Nuclear Energy and Same-sex Marriage: the Recent Politics of Social 

Movement in Taiwan,” (Prof. Ho Ming–Sho (何明修), Department of Sociology, 

National Taiwan University, Taiwan) 8. 3. 2021. 

6. “We Asked for Workers but Human Beings Came: Labour Migration in East 

Asia,” Dr. Isabelle Cheng, Senior Lecturer, School of Area Studies, History, Politics 

and Literature, University of Portsmouth, UK) 18. 3. 2021. 

7. “Taiwan Strait Tensions: How Worried Should we Be?” (Prof. Shelley Rigger, 

Brown Professor of Political Science, Davidson College, USA) 29. 4. 2021. 

8. “The Risks of War in the Taiwan Strait,” (Prof. Jean-Pierre Cabestan, 

Department of Government and International Studies at Hong Kong Baptist 

University, Hong Kong) 3. 5. 2021. 

Details available at www.tajvan.si  

 

Jana S. Rošker 
 

 

Jana counts among the most prolific and active academics globally. She has quickly 

adapted to a stronger orientation of the academic world to virtual events. Below 

are some of her contributions. 

 

26 February: “Tradicionalna sinitska relacijska etika in organizacija družbe v 

kriznih časih virusnih epidemij”. Online symposium of the Department of Asian 

studies at its 25th Jubilee title “Vzhodna Azija: Pandemija COVID, etika 

globalnega humanizma in usoda kulturnih dediščin: Družba, etika, politika”. 

http://www.tajvan.si/
https://youtu.be/Cjcj0Id0_SQ
https://youtu.be/Cjcj0Id0_SQ
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5 March: “Conversations on Chinese Philosophy”, a contribution for the roundtable 

on modern and contemporary Taiwanese philosophy. Virtual symposium organized 

by the University of Naples "L'Orientale" and Tallinn University. 

5 July: “Li Zehou and Modern Confucianism”. An online lecture at BNU Philosophy 

Summer School 2021 "Traditional Chinese Philosophy: Human Nature and 

Virtue", Beijing Normal University (BNU), 5th–11th July. 

23 July: “Transcultural Philosophy of Sublation: Lecture at Online Symposium 

Comparative, Post–comparative, or Transcultural?” European Association for 

Chinese Philosophy, a roundtable on “Chinese Philosophy and New 

Methodologies”.  

26 July: Guest lecture at the summer school “Comparative Philosophy: Analytical 

and Hermeneutic Methods in Studying Chinese Thought”. An online lecture at The 

6th Greater China Online Summer Program in Chinese Studies, organised by the 

Sinological Development Charitable Foundation. 

 

Nataša Vampelj Suhadolnik 
 

 

 

 

Nataša has been very busy with the project dealing with East Asian collections in 

Slovenia and their integration in the global exchange of objects and ideas with East 

Asia, and in the project called “Pagodas – Europeana China”. A series of events 

have been shared with the domestic and international audience online, as the list 

below shows. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdvO-40yh6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsUrvUgtc70&t=4601s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyieMiL248g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyieMiL248g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUlxFdU24jU&t=1668s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUlxFdU24jU&t=1668s
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Description Discription URL link 

International 

Symposium on 

Missionary 

Activities and East 

Asian Collections 

The symposium was held online on 20 and 21 May 2021. At 

the event, 12 researchers from different countries presented 

topics on missionary activities in East Asia. The organizers 

of the symposium are the Department of Asian Studies at the 

Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana, the Scientific 

Research Centre in Koper, and the Provincial Museum in 

Celje. Nataša Vampelj Suhadolnik presented the project of 

the East Asian collection in Slovenia with an emphasis on 

missionary collections. 

VAZ 

website 

VAZ Team 

presenting at the 

4th round of the 

department's 

symposium: 

PAGODE and 

East Asian 

Collections 

On 19 March 2021, ten members of the VAZ project team 

presented inspiring stories of museum objects from East 

Asian collections in Slovenia in four diverse panels. The 

presentation took place as part of the online symposium East 

Asia: The Covid Pandemic, Ethics of Global Humanism, and 

the Fate of Cultural Heritage, organized on the occasion of 

the 25th anniversary of the Department of Asian Studies at 

the Faculty of Arts. The fourth part of the symposium was 

called PAGODE and East Asian Collections. 

VAZ 

website 

Exhibition VAZ | 

What is a samurai 

doing here? 

The Department of Asian Studies and the Celje Regional 

Museum organized an occasional exhibition What is a 

samurai doing here? The exhibition is on view from 27 May 

2021 until 3 February 2022. The Celje Regional Museum 

keeps an interesting collection of objects of East Asian origin. 

These include samurai equipment, a missionary scroll, 

lacquered items, an elephant-shaped incense burner, and 

painted fans. What is the provenance of these items? Who 

were the collectors of these objects? When and how did they 

acquire them? What motives led them to do so? This 

exhibition is trying to answer some of the questions. The 

curator of the exhibition is Barbara Trnovec. 

VAZ 

website 

PAGODE Festival 

| Gems from the 

lesser-known 

Chinese 

collections in 

Europe 

The second online conversation "Gems from the Lesser-

known Chinese Collections in Europe" as part of the 

PAGODE Festival events, organized by the European project 

PAGODE-EUROPEANA China, took place on 15 June 2021. 

Partners of the PAGODE project, including the Department 

of Asian Studies at the Faculty of Arts of the University of 

Ljubljana, presented their “jewels” through the prism of 

everyday life at the event. Maja Veselič took part in the 

conversation. 

VAZ 

website 

EAAA online 

panel | Collecting 

East Asia in 

Slovenia: 

Histories, 

Narratives, 

Collections 

As part of the East Asian Collections in Slovenia project, we 

participated in the Collecting East Asia and Slovenia: 

Histories, Narratives, Collections online panel in cooperation 

with the European Association for Asian Art and Archeology 

(EAAA). The entire panel was held at Zoom on November 30, 

2021, at 1 p.m. It was divided into three parts, in which 10 

topics were presented. The event was attended by Nataša 

VAZ 

website 

https://vazcollections.si/vaz-dogodek-eaaa-online-panels-collecting-east-asia-in-slovenia-histories-narratives-collections/
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Vampelj Suhadolnik (Department of Asian Studies, FF UL), 

Helena Motoh (ZRS Koper and Department of Asian Studies, 

FF UL), Tina Berdajs (Department of Asian Studies, FF UL), 

Barbara Trnovec (Provincial Museum of Celje), Chikako 

Shigemori Bučar (Department of Asian Studies, FF UL), 

Maja Veselič (Department of Asian Studies, FF UL), Ralf 

Čeplak Mencin (Slovenian Ethnographic Museum), Max 

Fruehwirt, Stefan Zedlacher, Klara Hrvatin (Department of 

Asian Studies, FF UL), Nataša Visočnik Gerželj (Department 

of Asian Studies, FF UL). The panel was led by Maki 

Fukuoka. 

Round table: 

Collecting East 

Asia under the 

Dual Monarchy 

and Beyond 

As part of the East Asian Collection in Slovenia project, we 

organized a round table entitled Collecting East Asia under 

the Dual Monarchy and Beyond: Alma K. Karlin and Fellow 

Travelers in cooperation with the Department of Art History 

at the University of Vienna and the Celje Regional Museum. 

The event, which accompanied the guest exhibition on Alma 

M. Karlin at the Weltmuseum in Vienna. It took place on 26 

November 2021 at 5 pm on the Zoom online platform. 

VAZ 

website 

The establishment 

of a new book 

collection 

As part of the VAZ project, we established a new book 

collection of the East Asian Collection in Slovenia at the FF 

UL Scientific Publishing House. The first book in this 

collection, entitled Images from Distant Lands: Old East 

Asian Postcards in Slovenian Public Collections, is dedicated 

to postcards, a new communication medium that became 

popular in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. With the 

establishment of diplomatic and trade ties between Austria-

Hungary and East Asia at the end of the 19th century, the 

door to the Far East was largely opened to Slovenian 

travellers. They were fascinated by the various objects and 

postcards sent home or bought. As a visually attractive 

souvenir, they were especially affordable and easily 

transferable. The present book, richly illustrated with more 

than 220 postcards, thus offers the first in-depth analysis of 

old East Asian postcards from Slovenian collections. It will be 

published in December 2021.  

 

The first book in the collection has already been published 

and is available here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://vazcollections.si/dogodek-vaz-collecting-east-asia-under-the-dual-monarchy-and-beyond/
https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/327
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Appearances of EARL-ers in the Media 
 

We are very pleased to report another positive development. Since the beginnings 

of the EARL, and in particular, since 2020, the EARL-ers are increasingly sought 

as interlocutors in the printed and electronic media, nationally as well as 

internationally. These appearances range from short statements for daily media to 

longer interviews for broadsheets and magazines as well as specialised 

radio/television programmes and shows. Our records show that in 2021 most of our 

Board members have appeared as experts discussing topics such as response on 

Covid-19, reflections on the economic and political situation in East Asia, the role 

of culture, language, etc. All this is developing to such an extent that the Board 

plans to strengthen its public outreach activities, but in the meantime, here is a 

collection of our media appearances. If the records are in Slovenian then the 

contribution took place in the Slovenian media. Links to the programme or 

contribution are provided at the end of the record. 

 

Radio 

 

BERTALANIČ, Boštjan (intervjuvanec), BEKEŠ, Andrej (intervjuvanec), 

CULIBERG, Luka (intervjuvanec), ŠABIČ, Zlatko (intervjuvanec). Oblaki nad 

deželo vzhajajočega sonca: s kakšnimi ekonomskimi, socialnimi in (geo)političnimi 

izzivi se Japonska sooča na pragu tretjega desetletja 21. stoletja?: oddaja Intelekta, 

Radio Slovenija, Prvi program, 20. 7. 2021. Ljubljana: Radiotelevizija Slovenija 

javni zavod, 2021. 1 spletni vir (1 zvočna datoteka (47 min, 55 sek)). Oddaja 

Intelekta. https://radioprvi.rtvslo.si/2021/07/oblaki-nad-dezelo-vzhajajocega-

sonca/. [COBISS.SI-ID 74196739] 

SLAČEK, Nina (oseba, ki intervjuva), ISTENIČ, Saša (intervjuvanec), VESELIČ, 

Maja (intervjuvanec). Zmaj se prebuja: kaj nam kitajsko ravnanje v Hong Kongu, 

Šindžjangu in v odnosih s Tajvanom razkrije o vrednotah, prioritetah in načinih 

delovanja prihajajoče velesile?. Ljubljana: Radiotelevizija Slovenija javni zavod, 

2021. 1 spletni vir (1 zvočna datoteka (49 min, 37 sek)). Intelekta. 

https://radioprvi.rtvslo.si/2021/03/zmaj-se-prebuja/. [COBISS.SI-ID 57007875] 

KEREC, Maruša (oseba, ki intervjuva), TOPOL, Robert (intervjuvanec), 

BATAGELJ, Boštjan (intervjuvanec), BERIČIČ, Matjaž (intervjuvanec), 

ŠUŠTERŠIČ, Luka (intervjuvanec), SLUKAN, Nejc (intervjuvanec), PEJIČ, Nina 

(intervjuvanec). 5G je logična evolucija, ne revolucija!. Ljubljana: RTV Slovenija, 

2021. Vroči mikrofon. https://val202.rtvslo.si/2020/12/vroci-mikrofon-256/. 

[COBISS.SI-ID 46507267] 

https://radioprvi.rtvslo.si/2021/07/oblaki-nad-dezelo-vzhajajocega-sonca/
https://radioprvi.rtvslo.si/2021/07/oblaki-nad-dezelo-vzhajajocega-sonca/
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/74196739?lang=sl
https://radioprvi.rtvslo.si/2021/03/zmaj-se-prebuja/
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/57007875?lang=sl
https://val202.rtvslo.si/2020/12/vroci-mikrofon-256/
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/46507267?lang=sl
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HENIGMAN, Urška (oseba, ki intervjuva), SODNIK, Jaka (intervjuvanec), PEJIČ, 

Nina (intervjuvanec), DOBRANIĆ, Filip (intervjuvanec). Popolna avtomatizacija 

mobilnosti še ni tako blizu: avtonomna povezana vozila, v katerih bomo le potniki, 

so vizija prihodnosti. Ljubljana: Radiotelevizija Slovenija javni zavod, 2021. 1 

spletni vir (1 zvočna datoteka (47 min, 24 sek)). Intelekta. 

https://radioprvi.rtvslo.si/2021/05/intelekta-203/. [COBISS.SI-ID 64282371] 

 

Media portals 

 

CULIBERG, Luka. "Prekletstvo Olimpa". MMC RTV SLO: prvi multimedijski 

portal. 24. julij 2021, ilustr. ISSN 1581-372X. 

https://www.rtvslo.si/kolumne/prekletstvo-olimpa/588657?fbclid=IwAR0-

8yX70psyH_gMHoVzmaQ4cprjfx5BVEE6M_PsdKaELOferHEZ4eHMj5k. 

[COBISS.SI-ID 85612547] 

ISTENIČ, Saša. Tajvan, svetla točka epidemije in gospodarstva, znova tarča 

kitajskih groženj. MMC RTV SLO: prvi multimedijski portal. 14. februar 2021, 

fotogr. ISSN 1581-372X. https://www.rtvslo.si/svet/azija-z-oceanijo/tajvan-svetla-

tocka-epidemije-in-gospodarstva-znova-tarca-kitajskih-grozenj/551776. 

[COBISS.SI-ID 52201987] 

 

Television 

 

LIPUŠČEK, Uroš (intervjuvanec), ŽBOGAR, Samuel (intervjuvanec), ŠABIČ, 

Zlatko (intervjuvanec), ŠURK, Barbara (intervjuvanec). Utrujeni imperij: oddaja 

Moje mnenje, informativni program, 13. 10. 2021. 

https://www.rtvslo.si/4d/arhiv/174813376?s=mmc. [COBISS.SI-ID 80432899] 

ISTENIČ, Saša (intervjuvanec). Saša Istenič Kotar z oddelka za azijske študije o 

dogajanju v Mjanmaru: prispevek v oddaji Odmevi, RTV Slovenija, 1. program, 1. 

2. 2021. https://www.rtvslo.si/4d/arhiv/174750669?s=mmc. [COBISS.SI-ID 

49678851] 

 

Printed media 

 

ISTENIČ, Saša (intervjuvanec). "Tukaj smo, ker nočemo diktature": krvavi 

protesti proti vojaškemu udaru v Mjanmaru. Nedeljski dnevnik. 2021, 60, 11, str. 

14, ilustr. ISSN 1318-0339. [COBISS.SI-ID 56650243] 

https://radioprvi.rtvslo.si/2021/05/intelekta-203/
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/64282371?lang=sl
https://www.rtvslo.si/kolumne/prekletstvo-olimpa/588657?fbclid=IwAR0-8yX70psyH_gMHoVzmaQ4cprjfx5BVEE6M_PsdKaELOferHEZ4eHMj5k
https://www.rtvslo.si/kolumne/prekletstvo-olimpa/588657?fbclid=IwAR0-8yX70psyH_gMHoVzmaQ4cprjfx5BVEE6M_PsdKaELOferHEZ4eHMj5k
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/85612547?lang=sl
https://www.rtvslo.si/svet/azija-z-oceanijo/tajvan-svetla-tocka-epidemije-in-gospodarstva-znova-tarca-kitajskih-grozenj/551776
https://www.rtvslo.si/svet/azija-z-oceanijo/tajvan-svetla-tocka-epidemije-in-gospodarstva-znova-tarca-kitajskih-grozenj/551776
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/52201987?lang=sl
https://www.rtvslo.si/4d/arhiv/174813376?s=mmc
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/80432899?lang=sl
https://www.rtvslo.si/4d/arhiv/174750669?s=mmc
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/49678851?lang=sl
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/56650243?lang=sl
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Activities 

EARL Celebrates its Fifth Anniversary 
 

 Click on the picture to watch the video! 

On 17 May 2016, the then Dean of the Faculty of Arts, prof. dr. Branka Kalenić 

Ramšak, and the then Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, prof. dr. Rado Bohinc 

signed an agreement on the establishment of the EARL. In this short period of its 

existence, the EARL has grown into an institution that boosts the cooperation 

between the two faculties and contributes to both the domestic and international 

reach of the University of Ljubljana. At the end of 2020, the EARL received the 

greatest possible recognition at this stage of its development. Namely, the EARL 

became part of the Network of Research and Infrastructural Centers of the 

University of Ljubljana. We are pleased to see that the membership in the Network 

already yields results and provides opportunities to the EARL to prove itself and 

earn trust both domestically and internationally.  

 

The COVID Pandemic, the Ethics of Global Humanism, and 

the Fate of Cultural Heritage Symposium 
 

  

https://www.uni-lj.si/research_and_development/research_infrastructure/network_of_research_and_infrastructural_centres/
https://www.uni-lj.si/research_and_development/research_infrastructure/network_of_research_and_infrastructural_centres/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBxUUcgF0ng&t=18s
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The EARL was truly proud to be invited to become one of the co-organisers of the 

conference on East Asia: The COVID Pandemic, the Ethics of Global 

Humanism, and the Fate of Cultural Heritage Symposium. The event has 

marked the 25th anniversary of the establishment of Asian Studies. The 

symposium was further enriched by a series of talks from 26 February to 2 April 

2021. The speakers presented and debated their diverse and interdisciplinary 

research work, which takes place within the Asian Languages and Cultures 

program group, as well as four international and national research projects 

currently being carried out in the Department of Asian Studies. 

The EARL congratulates to the Department and hopes to be part of its festivities 

next year, in five years, and 125 years, too! 

 

“Crisis as Danger and Hope: The Ethics of Pandemics, the 

Rise of Autocracies and the Dream of Autonomy in a 

Transcultural Perspective” by Jana S. Rošker 
 

 

 
 

A new contribution by Jana entitled "Crisis as Danger and Hope: The Ethics of 

Pandemics, the Rise of Autocracies and the Dream of Autonomy in a Transcultural 

Perspective" was published, in Slovenian, on 22 March, as part of the Studia 

Humanitatis Asiatica collection. 

 

As the title of this book suggests, the author deals with the issue of global crises 

through the lens of transcultural studies. The central motif of writing is the desire 

to be able to extract general and ubiquitous benefits from various culturally 

conditioned reflections on the crisis and the overlapping methods, procedures and 

measures for resolving it. The author does not understand the concept of crisis in 
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the orthodox sense of an exclusively difficult and problematic situation. Rather, 

she stems from the assumption that crisis as a social phenomenon is not always 

just something negative, but also something that can encourage us to think about 

our established views of reality, about our daily actions and, above all, about how 

we see ourselves. and its place in the world. 

More information (in Slovenian only) is available here. 

 

Successfully Concluded “Situations” Conference 
 

 

On 22 May the Situations Journal conference, entitled “Between Asia and Europe: 

Whither Comparative Cultural Studies?”, was successfully concluded. The 

conference was supposed to take place in Ljubljana but had to be moved to Zoom. 

 

The conference participants were addressed by, among others, the Dean of the 

Faculty of Social Sciences, prof. dr. Monika Kalin Golob, who, also on behalf of the 

Dean of the Faculty of Arts, prof. dr. Roman Kuhar, emphasized the importance of 

the conference for the interdisciplinary study of East Asia and expressed the hope 

that in the future it would be organized live in Ljubljana. On the part of Yonsei 

University, co-organizers of the event, Professors Suk Koo Rhee and Terry Murphy 

expressed their joy that at least in this way we managed to bring experts from 

Slovenia closer to colleagues from other parts of the world, with special thanks to 

Assoc. Prof. Aljoša Pužar from the Faculty of Social Sciences. Nevertheless, the 

participants expressed their satisfaction with the cooperation between EARL and 

Yonsei University in this project, and concrete proposals for further cooperation 

have already been made among them. 

 

https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/258
http://situations.yonsei.ac.kr/
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King Sejong Institute in Slovenia 
 

 

The University of Ljubljana celebrates another milestone from 9 June 2021. On 

this day, it became the host of the King Sejong Institute (KSI), the first such 

institution in Slovenia. Since 2012, the King Sejong Foundation has been 

establishing language and cultural institutes under the motto “Little Korea in 

Every Part of the World”. The core mission of these institutions is to disseminate 

information about Korea, its history and culture, and promote the learning of the 

Korean language.  

Indeed, the interest in the Korean language grows fast, also in Slovenia. In the 

competition of 85 applicants eager to establish the KSI only a third of the 

applications were successful this year, and only two representatives of the 

successful applicants had the special honour of participating in person in the 

virtual announcement of the results. One of the two representatives was Professor 

Igor Papič, the then Rector of the University of Ljubljana. The event was attended 

by the Korean Minister of Culture, Tourism and Sports, Mr Hwang Hee, who spoke 

with Rector Papič about the successful application (see photo above).  

Special thanks for the success of the application goes to Dr Hyeonsook Ryu from 

the Faculty of Arts and a friend of the EARL. She has been the initiator of the 

effort to make sure that the KSI gets its home in Slovenia as well, which will enrich 

the wide array of opportunities that the EARL offers to its visitors all over the 

world.  
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Publication of the Book “Taiwan: A Pearl in a Relentless 

Geopolitical Reality” by Saša Istenič Kotar 
 

 

“Taiwan: A Pearl in a Relentless Geopolitical Reality”, published by the Scientific 

Press at the Faculty of Arts (in Slovenian) is a long-overdue book on Taiwan. It is 

an extremely valuable and important contribution not only for students but also 

for the wider Slovenian scientific and professional public. The book provides a 

comprehensive and professional insight into the past and present of Taiwan and 

contains a more detailed analysis of its relations with China, Japan, the USA, the 

EU and Slovenia. The book is the result of Saša's many years of analysis of primary 

and secondary data from this research environment and daily monitoring of events 

in the East Asian region, and will undoubtedly be of interest to anyone interested 

in Taiwan. More information (in Slovenian only) can be found here and here.  

 

Publication of the Book “Parliamentary Diplomacy of Taiwan 

in Comparative Perspective” by Zlatko Šabič and David W.F. 

Huang 

 

This book, published by Bristol University Press in August 2021, shows that 

parliamentary diplomacy has provided a crucial, promising outlet in Taiwan’s 

challenging pursuit of its interests in the international arena. It assesses both the 

potentials and the constraints of parliamentary diplomacy for this exciting, yet 

unwillingly isolated island. Through a comparative perspective, and using 

evidence from the relations of the Legislative Yuan in Taiwan with the US 

Congress and the European Parliament, the authors investigate the 

implementation of parliamentary diplomacy in Taiwan and its impact on Taiwan’s 

https://knjigarna.ff.uni-lj.si/si/izdelek/2003/tajvan/
https://issuu.com/znanstvenazalozbaff/docs/tajvan
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foreign policy. In their analysis, the authors draw vital lessons that will have 

important implications for other entities which have similar challenges and 

aspirations. More information about the book and the authors can be found here. 

 

 

Nina Pejič 
 

 

Nina will be leaving the EARL, although, luckily, not entirely. As of 31 December, 

she will give up the post of Head of Research Unit to pursue a new career path. 

Nevertheless, she will continue to be an active member of the EARL. She is in the 

final stage of planning a new section for the EARL which for now will be kept 

secret. Nina has been a true asset to the EARL. She has been the driving force 

behind the EARL-CASS seminar. She brought to the EARL several new topics to 

our attention. All these are reasons why we are happy that she will continue to 

keep an active link to the EARL.  

 

 

https://bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/parliamentary-diplomacy-of-taiwan-in-comparative-perspective
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EARL Team 
 

Now that Nina has been mentioned, it is time to recall that the story of the EARL 

would not have been possible without tireless working and dedication by the entire 

EARL staff that we often tend to overlook. Here is an opportunity to underscore 

how indebted are we to all of them equally, although surely nobody would object if 

Mirjam Kotar and Maša Kolenbrand were to receive special mention. Thank you 

all! 
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EARL Partnerships in 2020 
 

 

 

 
 

In 2020 The China Corner Reading Beijing at the EARL benefitted from the 

ongoing Memorandum of Understanding between the Capital Library of China and 

the University of Ljubljana. 98 books were added to previous years’ extensive 

donations and access to China Knowledge Resource Integrated Database (CNKI) 

was granted. 

 

 

 
 

The Korea Corner at the EARL was in part supported by the Korean Foundation’s 

Support for Korean Studies e-Resources programme which contributed to the 2020 

accession of the DBpia and KRpia databases. The application was also submitted 

for the 2021 access to these databases. 

 

 

 

 
 

“To communicate with the world through Korean language and Korean culture and 

to help all those who seek to deeply explore Korea, the King Sejong Institute 

Foundation (KSIF) is making the language and culture widely known through the 

King Sejong Institutes established all around the world.” This is how the mission 

of the King Sejong Institute Foundation is described on its webpage. Now, that 
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Slovenia is part of the KSI family, we hope to meet expectations – not only of the 

Foundation but also those taking courses and other activities taking place at our 

King Sejong Institute. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Building on the positive experience in co-operation with the Japan Foundation, the 

EARL decided to apply again for The Japan Foundation’s 2020 grant, this time 

with a more ambitious plan that would extend the activities to better represent 

Japan. We believe we are ready to take our co-operation to the next level and look 

forward to learning about the results. In addition, we continue to co-operate with 

the Japan Publishing Industry Foundation for Culture (JPIC) through the Japan 

Library Project. Altogether, the Japan Corner print books collections now cover 

730 titles. 

 

 

 

 
 

The Taiwan Resource Centre for Chinese Studies (TRCCS) at the EARL 

collaborates with the National Central Library in Taiwan. During the COVID–19 

pandemic it was especially valuable that they provided a temporary free personal 

access to two databases: “Scripta Sinica (漢籍電子文獻資料庫)” and “The Archives 

of the Grand Secretariat (內閣大庫檔案)”.  
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Published Works by EARL–ers (Selection) 

 

BEKEŠ, Andrej. Dissonance: Coexistence with Foreigners vs. Coronavirus 

Epidemic Countermeasures in Japan. Inter Faculty, Vol. 10, pp. 55–75, 2021. 

https://journal.hass.tsukuba.ac.jp/interfaculty/article/view/149  

BEKEŠ, Andrej. Covid-19 na Japonskem: Država in tujci (Covid-19 in Japan: The 

State and Foreigners). In Jana Rošker (ed.) pandemija covid-19 v Aziji: 

tradicionalni humanizmi, moderna odtujenost in retorike sodobnih ideologij: 

slavnostni zbornik ob 25. obletnici ustanovitve Oddelka za azijske študije na 

Filozofski fakulteti Univerze v Ljubljani (The Covid-19 Pandemic in Asia: 

Traditional Humanisms, Modern Alienation, and the Rhetoric of Contemporary 

Ideologies: A Proceedings on the 25th Anniversary of the Establishment of the 

Department of Asian Studies at the Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana, 

2021), pp. 65-84. Electronic edition. ISBN - 978-961-06-0446-4. COBISS.SI-ID – 

58698243 https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/268 DOI: 

10.4312/9789610604464. 

BEKEŠ, Andrej. Bijinesu bunsho no 'ue kara mesen' mondai: Webu kūkan no rōdō 

no hikari to kage (ビジネス文書の「上から目線」問題：Web 空間の労働の光と陰, 

Patronizing attitude in business correspondence: Light and shade of labor in web 

space). In Kei Ishiguro and Kenji Kumano eds. Bijinesu bunsho no kiso gijutsu (

『ビジネス文書の基礎技術』, Essential ways to improve business writing skills), 

2021, 187-198. Tokyo: Hitsuji shobō. 

BEKEŠ, Andrej. Surovenia to Nihon (スロヴェニアと日本, Slovenia and Japan, in 

Kumiko Haba et al (ed.) Chuo-Too bunkajiten ( 中欧・東欧文化事典 The 

Encyclopedia of Central and Eastern European Culture 2021, 856p), Chapter 22. 

686-687. Tokyo: Maruzen shuppan. ISBN: 978-4-621-30616-1.  

BEKEŠ, Andrej. Pedagogical implications of WA-topic as a coreferential chain. In 

Eljor Mačanov and Masaki Ono (eds.) Японшунослар халқаро форуми илмий 

тўплам (Yaponshunoslar xalqaro forumi ilimiy to'plam (Japan Research 

International Forum Papers), proceedings of the Civilization Crossroads 13: 

Japan Research International Forum, Tashkent,Uzbekistan, February 25-26, 

2021, Tashkent State University of Oriental Studies). pp 43-52. 

Tashkent:Tashkent State University of Oriental Studies, https://tsuos.uz/wp-

content/uploads/2021/06/yaponshunoslik.pdf. 

BEKEŠ, Andrej. Web kūkan no rōdō ni okeru rōshi kankei to kotobaWeb (空間の

労働における労使関係と言葉, Labor-Management Relations and Language in Web 

Space Labor), Shinpojiumu - to no one bunsho kaizen ni hitsuyōna jōken o saguru 
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( シンポジウム  「ビジネス日本語の研究と教育  ―文書改善に必要な条件を探る―」 , 

Symposium "Research and Education of Business Japanese: Exploring the 

Conditions Necessary for Document Improvement"), 25.9.2021, organizer NINJAL 

(National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics). Data, material: 

https://www.ninjal.ac.jp/event/specialists/project-meeting/m-2021/20210925/. 

BEKEŠ, Andrej. Text and boundary: a sideways glance at textual phenomena in 

Japanese. 1. e-izd. Ljubljana: Znanstvena založba Filozofske fakultete, 2021. 1 

spletni vir (1 datoteka PDF (150 str.), ilustr. Zbirka Razprave FF. ISBN 978-961-

06-0541-6. ISSN 2712-3820. [COBISS.SI-ID 81005571] https://e-knjige.ff.uni-

lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/323. 

BEKEŠ, Andrej. Lecture for senior students of humanities (“Nihongo kyōiku to 

tomoni ayunda 50-nen” (教育と共に歩んだ 50 年, 50 yearsof learning and teaching 

Japanese), Dec. 2, 2021) Ryukoku University, Kyoto. 

CULIBERG, Luka. Quo Vadis, University? : coexistence with foreigners vs. 

coronavirus epidemic countermeasures in Japan. Inter faculty. vol. 10, special 

issue 2019-2020 (publication date: 31. 12. 2020), 111-120. 

https://journal.hass.tsukuba.ac.jp/interfaculty/article/view/154, DOI:  

CULIBERG, Luka. "Prekletstvo Olimpa". MMC RTV SLO: prvi multimedijski 

portal. 24. julij 2021, ilustr. ISSN 1581-372X. 

https://www.rtvslo.si/kolumne/prekletstvo-olimpa/588657?fbclid=IwAR0-

8yX70psyH_gMHoVzmaQ4cprjfx5BVEE6M_PsdKaELOferHEZ4eHMj5k. 

[COBISS.SI-ID 85612547]. 

ISTENIČ, Saša. Tajvan: biser v neizprosni geopolitični realnosti. 1. izd. Ljubljana: 

Znanstvena založba Filozofske fakultete, 2021. 124 str., ilustr., zvd. ISBN 978-

961-06-0422-8. [COBISS.SI-ID 48652035]. 

ISTENIČ, Saša. Tajvan in WHO: čas je za razsodnost in zdrav razum. Dnevnik 

online. [Spletna izd.]. 14. maj 2021. ISSN 1581-3037. 

https://www.dnevnik.si/1042955064. [COBISS.SI-ID 63595779]. 

KANG, Byoung Yoong. A study on Chang-rae Leeʼs novel ʺNative Speakerʺ: focus 

on identity and language. Reliègiski-filozofiski raksti. 2021, 30, [82]-98 str. ISSN 

1407-1908. https://dspace.lu.lv/dspace/handle/7/55349. [COBISS.SI-ID 76100099], 

[SNIP]. 

KANG, Byoung Yoong. Koronavirus v Severni Koreji ter njegov vpliv na 

sodelovanje med Južno in Severno Korejo na področju zdravstva. V: ROŠKER, 

Jana S. (ur.). Pandemija covid-19 v Aziji: tradicionalni humanizmi, moderna 

odtujenost in retorike sodobnih ideologij: slavnostni zbornik ob 25. obletnici 

ustanovitve Oddelka za azijske študije na Filozofski fakulteti Univerze v Ljubljani. 

https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/81005571?lang=en
https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/323
https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/323
https://journal.hass.tsukuba.ac.jp/interfaculty/article/view/154
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/48652035?lang=sl
https://dspace.lu.lv/dspace/handle/7/55349
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/76100099?lang=sl
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/snip?c=sc=1407-1908+and+PY=2020&r1=true&lang=sl
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1. izd. Ljubljana: Znanstvena založba Filozofske fakultete, 2021. Str. [85]-109. 

Zbirka Studia Humanitatis Asiatica. ISBN 978-961-06-0447-1. ISSN 2463-8900. 

https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/view/268/393/6191-1. 

[COBISS.SI-ID 67341059]. 

KANG, Byoung Yoong. A study on the role of Korean diaspora literature 

translation focusing on ʺNative speakerʺ by Chang-rae Lee: lecture at the 

International academic virtual seminar 2nd Korean Language Education in 

Venice (KLEV): Beyond the Horizon of Korean Language Education, Caʼ Foscari 

University of Venice, Department of Asian and North African Studies, September 

25, 2021. [COBISS.SI-ID 77980931]. 

ROŠKER, Jana S.. Female philosophers in contemporary Taiwan and the problem 

of women in Chinese thought. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars 

Publishing, cop. 2021. 310 str. ISBN 978-1-5275-7384-0. [COBISS.SI-

ID 80085763]. 

ROŠKER, Jana S.. Interpreting Chinese philosophy: a new methodology. London; 

New York: Bloomsbury Academic, cop. 2021. 194 str. ISBN 978-1-35-019986-6. 

ISBN 1-35-019986-9. ISBN 978-1-3501-9988-0. ISBN 978-1-3501-9987-3. 

[COBISS.SI-ID 65700355]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S.. Kriza kot nevarnost in upanje: etika pandemij, razcvet 

avtokracij in sanje o avtonomiji v transkulturni perspektivi, (Studia humanitatis 

Asiatica). 1. e-izd. Ljubljana: Znanstvena založba Filozofske fakultete, 2021. 1 

spletni vir (1 datoteka PDF (201 str.)). ISBN 978-961-06-0432-7. https://e-

knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/258, https://repozitorij.uni-

lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=125526, doi: 10.4312/9789610604327. [COBISS.SI-

ID 53771267]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. Chinese philosophy of life, relational ethics and the COVID-19 

pandemic. Asian philosophy, ISSN 1469-2961. [Spletna izd.], 2021, vol. 31, iss. 1, 

str. 64-77. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09552367.2020.1863624, 

https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=124700, doi: 

10.1080/09552367.2020.1863624. [COBISS.SI-ID 43937283]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. Confucian humanism and the importance of female education: 

the controversial role of Ban Zhao. Asian studies, ISSN 2232-5131. [Print ed.], 

2021, vol. 9 (25), iss. 1, str. 13-29. https://revije.ff.uni-

lj.si/as/article/view/9514/9310, https://repozitorij.uni-

lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=124699, doi: 10.4312/as.2021.9.1.13-29. [COBISS.SI-ID 

46461443]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. Modernization of Chinese philosophical methodology: Zhang 

Dainianʼs innovation and the challenges of neo-materialism. Asian studies, ISSN 

https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/view/268/393/6191-1
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/67341059?lang=sl
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/80085763?lang=sl
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/65700355?lang=sl
https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/258
https://e-knjige.ff.uni-lj.si/znanstvena-zalozba/catalog/book/258
https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=125526
https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=125526
https://doi.org/10.4312/9789610604327
https://plus.si.cobiss.net/opac7/bib/53771267?lang=sl
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09552367.2020.1863624
https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=124700
https://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/as/article/view/9514/9310
https://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/as/article/view/9514/9310
https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=124699
https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=124699
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2232-5131, vol. 9 (25), iss. 2, str. 121-141. https://revije.ff.uni-

lj.si/as/article/view/9802/9404, https://repozitorij.uni-

lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=126911, doi: 10.4312/as.2021.9.2.121-141. [COBISS.SI-

ID 62491651]  

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. Kitajska filozofija življenja, relacijska etika in pandemija 

COVID-19. Asian studies, ISSN 2232-5131. [Print ed.], 2021, vol. 9 (25), iss. 3, str. 

323-340. https://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/as/article/view/9768, doi: 

10.4312/as.2021.9.3.323-340. [COBISS.SI-ID 76127235]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. Russell and China - 100 years of a meaningful intercultural 

interaction. Contemporary Chinese thought, ISSN 1558-0997, vol. 52, iss. 1/2, str. 

9-20. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10971467.2021.1917939, doi: 

10.1080/10971467.2021.1917939. [COBISS.SI-ID 65680131]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. Porast rasizmov med pandemijo COVID-19 in ontologija rase: 

medkulturna primerjava evropske in kitajske tradicije. V: VIDMAR, Ksenija H. 

(ed.), PUŠNIK, Maruša (ed.). Pandemija COVID-19 in njene družbene posledice = 

Covid-19 and its social consequences, (Ars & humanitas, ISSN 1854-9632, 15, 1). 

letn. 15, št. 1, str. 43-55. https://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/arshumanitas/article/view/10261, 

doi: 10.4312/ars.15.1.43-55. [COBISS.SI-ID 71267331]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. Kant, Confucianism, and "global rooted philosophy" in Taiwan: 

from Mou Zongsan to Lee Ming-huei. Synthesis philosophica, vol. 36, no. 1, str. 

217-238. https://hrcak.srce.hr/index.php?show=clanak&id_clanak_jezik=374977, 

doi: 10.21464/sp36113. [COBISS.SI-ID 66028291]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. "Looking China" and "Understanding China": the third pole 

culture and learning to be human. International communication of Chinese 

culture, ISSN 2197-4241, 8(3), pp. [1-5]. 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs40636-021-00233-1, doi: 

10.1007/s40636-021-00233-[COBISS.SI-ID 83835395]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. Modern Confucian epistemology: from reason to intuition - and 

back. In: ELSTEIN, David (ed.). Dao companion to contemporary Confucian 

philosophy, (ISSN 2211-0275, vol. 15). Cham: Springer International Publishing 

AG. cop. pp 447-468. https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-030-

56475-9_20, doi: 10.1007/978-3-030-56475-9_20. [COBISS.SI-ID 45067011]. 

 

ROŠKER, Jana S. The role of Taiwanese philosophy in the second half of the 20th 

century. In: ROŠKER, Jana S. (ed.). Modern and contemporary Taiwanese 

philosophy: traditional foundations and new developments. Newcastle upon Tyne: 

Cambridge Scholars Publishing. pp.1-20. [COBISS.SI-ID 45083395]. 

 

https://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/as/article/view/9802/9404
https://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/as/article/view/9802/9404
https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=126911
https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=126911
https://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/as/article/view/9768
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10971467.2021.1917939
https://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/arshumanitas/article/view/10261
https://hrcak.srce.hr/index.php?show=clanak&id_clanak_jezik=374977
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs40636-021-00233-1
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-030-56475-9_20
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-030-56475-9_20
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ROŠKER, Jana S. Tradicionalna siniška relacijska etika in organizacija družbe v 

kriznih časih virusnih epidemij. In: ROŠKER, Jana S. (ed.). Pandemija Covid-19 
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